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Q.1

(a) Component SW-10X is made entirely in Machine Shop No. (04)
A SW-II. Material cost is Rs. 20 per component. Each component 
takes 6 minutes to produce and the machine operator is paid 
Rs. 15 per hour. Machine hour rate is Rs. 72 per hour. 

 The setting up of the machine to produce the component takes 
3 hours for the operator. You are required to prepare cost sheet 
showing the setting-up costs and the production costs, both in 
total (i.e., for the batch) and per component, assuming a batch 
size of 100 components.

(b) A company maintains separate cost and financial account, and (04)
the costing profit for 2018 differed to that revealed in the 
financial accounts, which was shown as Rs. 50000. 

 The following information is available:

i

Cost Account Financial Account
Opening stock of raw material 5000 5500
Closing stock of raw material 4000 5300
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ii. Dividend of Rs. 1000 were received by the company.

iii. A machine with net book value of Rs. 10000 was sold during 
the year for Rs. 8000. 

 You are required to determine the profit figure which was shown 
in the cost account.

(c) In a manufacturing unit raw material passes through three processes (02)
and the finished product at the end of third process is 7866 units. 
The loss in the three processes I, II and III are respectively 10%, 
5% and 8% of the input. There was no abnormal loss or gain in 
any process. What is the quantity of raw materials required at the 
beginning of Process I ? 

Q.2  Kriday construction Ltd. commenced a contract on April 1,2018. (14)
The total contract was for Rs. 1750000. Actual expenditure 
in 2018-19 and estimated in 2019-20 are given below: 

2018-19
(Actual)

2019-20
(Estimated)

Material issued 800000 50000
Labour: Paid 200000 250000

Outstanding at end 20000 30000
Plant purchased 150000 –
Expenses: Paid 175000 50000

Prepaid at end 15000 –
Plant returned to store (historical cost) 50000 100000 (on 

31/12/2019)
Material at site 20000 50000
Work certified 1400000 Full
Work uncertified 25000 –
Cash received 1100000 Full

 The plant is subject to annual depreciation @ 25% of WDV cost. 
The contract is likely to be completed on 31st December, 2019. 
Prepare the Contract Account.

Q.3  The data given here relates to Real Theater, a mini theatre
for the year ending 31st March. (14)

 1. Salaries:

  One Manager Rs. 800 per month 

  10 Gate-keepers Rs. 200 per month each

  2 operators Rs. 400 per month each

  4 Clerks Rs. 250 per month each
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2. Electricity & oil Rs. 11655

3. Carbon Rs. 7235

4. Misc. expenditure Rs. 5425

5. Advertisement Rs. 34710

6. Administrative expenses Rs. 18000

7. Hire of print Rs. 140700

8 The premises are valued Rs. 600000 and the estimated life is 15 years. 
Projector and other equipments cost Rs. 320000 on which 
10 % depreciation is to be charged.

  Daily 3 shows are run throughout the year. The total capacity is 
625 seats which are divided into three classes as follows:

 Janata 250 seats

 Sanman circle 250 seats

 Lord’s circle 125 seats

 Ascertain cost per man-show assuming that:

 1. 20% of the seats remain vacant and

 2. Weightage to be given to the three classes in the ratio of 1:2:3.

Q.4  Write short notes on: (any two) (12)

1. Joint product and by-product

2. Integral System

3. Reasons of difference between profit shown by cost account and profit 
shown by financial account
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